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A C 1< N 0 W L ED 0 E M E N IS

The -APGA research training sessions were designed spL .ifically to
improve the quality of rese,7::rch skills and competencies of trained com;clor
educato Towards this Ci APGA Was fojunate in attracting exceptionally
qualified personnel to implement the training .program.

The author of this report wishes to acknowledge the efforts of the many
individuals who made it possible to conduct the 1970 APGA Research
Trainina SC;sSions# Noted among those, of collITC, were the directors and
staff of the individual sessions, who devoted immeasurable time and effort
toward ensuring high quality of training for the participants. The names
of these individuals are cited in the report.

The APGA Research Training Session Comnfl lee is to 1:),) commended for
its diligence in carrying forth the responsibilities assigned to it, particulorly
its selection of high caliber training programs and directors.

The central staff of the Amerkan Personnel and Guidn,-)cc Association,
through Ihe effective guidance and administrative support of Dyckmon Vermilye,
should receivo speckil acknowledgement. In many respects, the extensive
efforts of APGA staff in working out planning prolilems, locating suitable
meting facilities ond in handling financial arrangemEnts were instrumental
in effecting the successes programs report-,d.

Finally, thanks are due to Mrs. Effie ByrRJF

responsibility for the day-to-day administrative
Sessions preceeding their operations.

1

who assumed primary
of the Research Training

Edmund W. Gordon

June 1971
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INTRODUCTION

The Amer icon Pe I 5onnel and Guidance Associotion conducted Five research
trainng SCS5 io id dui ing 1970. [our of thcse were held in New Orleans, March 17--
21, prc:eeding tho Annual Convention of the Associatio!:. The fifth ono wog held
in Chicago, Illinois, November 7-11, prior to the Fall meeting of the North
Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision.

This initial offer t of 1 he Association attracted a total of 287 applications.
Of this numbe,, 178 wore accepted and a total of 128 counsdors, counselor-
educators and counselor-supervisors were in attendance for the full five-day
sessions.

The program was supported by Ci grant from the Research Training Branch,
Bureau of Resz:arch, U . S . Oflice of Education. Tile participants assumed re-
sponsibility for their own room ond board.

This report describes ihe initial planning, selection, participant ova luai ion
of the 1970 APGA Research Training Sessions and the ropor'r of session director.

PLANNING

Early in May of 1969, a preliminary narrative proposal for Federal support
of several five-day intensive training programs on research and developmental
activities in guidances services was submitted to Mr. Richard Harbeck, Chief of
the Research Training Branch, National Center ior Educational Research and
Development, U.S. Office of Education. Subseciuent to this request for funding,
a proposal for ihe establishment of an APGA Research Training Session Committee
was submitted to ihe Executive Committee of APGA. That Committee's endorse-
ment of the proposal was followed by an invitation from th-, APGA President io
the Presidents of each of the eight divisions of the association to appoint and fund
a divisional representative as a memb-r of the APGA Reseal ch Training Session
Committee. Six of the divisions appointed a member and supported his ?x;enses
to a two-day meeting of the committee in Washington, D.C. on J uly 8th and 9th.
The president of APGA designated a seventh person to serve as chairman. The
esponsibilities of the committee were outlined as follows:

1. To meet and review proposals for research trainIng sessions,
and to select from among available proposalsor suggest
others that are more appropriateand forward recommendations
to the Research Training Branch of the Bureau of Research...
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To determine ihe sp:2cific criteria 10 be applied against the
credentials of those who later submit applications to aiiand
one or more of the sessions...

To implement an overall eva! ua ion of the sessions. Although
each sE,ssion director and his staff- will be expected to carry
out his own pre- and post-session evaluations, the Committee
will hove to develop or approve a recommended evaluation
procedure, and then consider the results once they have
been obtained.

To meei with ihe Program Directors to help in the exchange
ideas on sinicture, procedures, instructional techniques,
scheduling, pal I ici penis selection, the devcdopmerf of
comparable format for evaluating and reporling, and other
prQhlems that will have become apparent as ihe first exper-
ience of sessions is completed.

In ciddroti, other specific responsibilities were assigned to the ch irman.
He was designed to he

1. the official Project Officer

2 identified in all APGA publicity as the person io whom one
should write for additional information about any of the
announced 'sessions

4.

the one to whom all applications would be submitted b
who wish to attend a session

one over vihce name the APGA i,'a!uation !T!! be
dIstrIbuted

5. the one who would submit the final report

The following individuals served as members of the APGA Research Training

Session Committee:

Dr. Edmund W. Gordon Chairman
American Personnel and Guidance Association
Teachers College, Columbia University

Dr. Thorn s 1. Blaskovics
American Rehabilitation Counseling Association
West Virginia University

6
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Dr. Donald G. Hays
American Scheel Counselor As,oc-!tion
Function Union High School District., CcllifotnR

Dr. Dorcild P. Hoyt
Amen can College Personm!!
Kansas Universily

Dr. Daniel Sinick
Association for Measureme t
George Washington Universi

nd Evaluation in Guidance

Dr. Otto Spellbichler
Association for Counselor Education a; d Supervision
University of Maryland

Dr. David V. Tiedeman
National Vocational Guidance Association
Harvard University

The Juno issue of the Guidepost, the official Newsletter of the Association,
included a notice about the possibility of research training sessions to the Member-
ship, and an invitation was extended for research training topics centered around
research techniques ond developmental 'activities.

As indicated above, ihe Comminee, with ihe exception of Dr. Hays, met
during July. At lhat time, several research training proposals were available for
them to consider. The vely tight time schedule and ihe necessity of making
decisions on those proposals prompted extensive discussion of the purposes of the
training sessions, the goals which the association hoped would be achieved by the
sessions and many procedural questions. Dr. Rickard Harbeck, U.S. OfficP of
Education, met with the group one morning to answer questions and to provide
information. Mr. Gary Hanna,of the American Educational Research Association,
met with the Committee the first evening to share infolmation about his experiences
with similar training programs sponsored by AERA.

At the conclusi n of the July meeting, each cormniltee member agreed to
contact one of those whose proposal had been reviewed favorably by ihe Committee
or to initiate contact with someone the Committee felt would be appropriate to
conduct a session. Five sessions were developed and, for the most part, the
individuals first recommended by the Committee to serve as session directors
accepted the invitation.

The session directors were asked to submit a prospectus, outlin ng the way
in which they perceived their training sessions being conducted. TFe statements
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submii foci were icviewed w ith Mr. Harbcck n the Rasearch 'raining Branch and
were returned to the dheciors, with commc.nts and suggc.,siions for revi.-;ions. A
more detailed program proposal was submitted by each chi-calor in Sierni)r
and these proposals \vele incorpated into cni APGA Ploposal to the U.S. Oqi cc
of Education and wc3 5ubscjuontly approved for fundino,

Pregr m titios nd the names of direct
follows:

TITLE

Computer Technology in
Guidance

f thc.

Systems Research for Counselors,
Counselor-Educators, and
Suporvisors

Ulilizing Research to Improve
Counseling Programs

Field Oriented Research in
Ecological Studies and Develop-
ment Models for Coumelors,
Counselor-Educators, and
Supervisors

sions held arc as

DlRECTOR

C.E. Helm
City University of New York

T. Antionette Ryan
University of Hawaii

Gary R. Walz
University of Michigan

A. J. lanni
Teachers College,
Columbia University

Problems of Ri,earch, Supoivision, Chris D. Kehas
and Consultation Claremont Graduate School

Advance c rancemen 'us were mode with the Jung Hotel in New Orleans to
accommodate the four sessions held in that city. Arrangements for the Chicago
pre-conference workshop were made with the Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago, Illinois.

A two-day meeting of the five session directors, Chairman of the APGA
Research Training Session Committee and staff of the parent association was held
at the Jung Hotel on February 19 and 20, 1970. The meeting served, principally,
as an on-site investigation of facilities, and available equipment and afforded
the opportunity for directors to exchange ideas on instructional techniques to
develop common logistical procedures and a format for reporting and evaluating,
and to discuss procedures for selecting participants to ensure that all acceptable
applicants would be accommodated. The fact that one of the sesston directors
had had previous experience as director of a training session proved invaluable
in the resolution of minor problems discussed.



SELECTION OF APPLICANTS AND PROCESSING OF APPLICATIO 1.7

Participation in the 1970 APGA Research Training Sessions was not restricted
to association members. Although each director indicated the qualifical ions he
would be looking for in applicants fur his pariicuicir session, the only general
requirement was that participants bo full or part-time counselors, counselor-
educators or counselor-supervisors. Gradual° students enrolled in hist ilutions
higher learning were not considered since the training sessions wore designed to
upgtado the skills of those whose formal graduate programs had boon completed.

Applications for the five sessions were m iled to the APGA membership
as well as to about 250 counselor-educators' on a special mailing list. Each
applicant noted a first and second choice of sessions preferred end returned the
application to the committee _chairman, who recorded receipt of application and
mailed the form to the first choice director. Insofar as possible each applicant
wos admitted to_his first choice of sessions. However, in instances where the
applicant's qualifications did not meet those set by the director, the application
was forwarded to the director of the applicant's alternate choice. All acceptable
applicants were accommodated in one or another of the sessions and were
notified of acceptance by the director of the session to which they were admitted,
together with information concerning location and scheduling of program, special
reading requirements and fees for printed materials, where applicable.

EVAWAT ION OF THE TRXINING SESSIONS

An anonymous eval ation was made by the participants of the various sessions.

The questionnaire used, facsimile of the AERA 1970 Participant Evaluation Form,
was administered by session directors and staff on the last day of the presessions.
The tvpe of cluestions included the following:

1) The overall quality of instruction in your session was: Excel lent,
Good, Average, Fair, Poor_

Leaving aside the quality of instruction for the moment, do you think
the topic treated in your session should be included in next year's
Presessiot Program? Yes No

If you had it to do over again, would you apply for the session which
you have just completed? Yes No

If this same session is held again, would you recommend that others
attend? Yes No



How good was the scheduling and management of thc Prosessian
you attended?

Very poor
Very good, Good,

_

Poor,

6) How good wore the meeting room facilities for the r:csession
you attended? Very good, ood, -Poor,

Very poor

7) Do you think you had ihe appropriate prerequisites or prior
knowledge to make what you learned at this Presession of re-
search, teaching, or administrative value to you?

More than necessary, Just the right amount,
Not enough

Did the teaching staff make sufficient allowance for the variability
in prior knowledge brought to the Presession by the participants?

Nearly all the time, Most of ihe time, Some of
Hardly ever -

Was there sufficient time for you to in eract with the stafF with
respect to information and knowledge presented in the Presession?

Yes No

10) Did the amount of work required by the staff, of the participants,
seem acceptable to you? There was: Too much,

Just bbout right, Too little

1 1 ) Would you like to learn more on the topic you studIed here?
Yes No

1 2) Was five days a sufficient time to learn and master the materi I

of your Presession? Yes N

The Tables reported herein are based only on an analysis of ihe questionnaire
administered to program participants of Sessions I*, II* and IV. (The forms were
not submitted to us by Sessions ill and V.) A study of the individual session report
however, reveals a similar pattern of response concerning varying aspects of the
presessions.

7A-Trants did not complet- the questionnaire.



In Tel) le l', the porcentea distribution of resromes to the cp,efelon releted to
the overall quality of instruction shows that within three sessions, 97 percent of the
participants considered the sessions between good and excellent, wiih the over-
whelmingly larger percentage reporting an excellent rating. The statistics speak
highly not only of the Committee s choice of directors, but of the skiff which
directors chose to assist thre-n.

Tables II, III an(' IV which relate to the feasibility of including the -assion
in ilia 1971 program, _heftier or not participants would apply for the session
again and if participants would recommend that otheis anend, show that participants
were almost 100 percent in responding affirmatively to ihe three questions posed.
Only in Toble III was there a 3 percent "No" response concerning participants'
desire to ieapply for the same session--a response which should not be considered
negative in any way.

Such universal agreement sugaests that the piesession programs were excep-
tionally beneficial to the participants and that they valued the instiuci ion received
enough to endorse its continuance and recommendation to other researchers.

The majority of the participants found the scheduling and manag3ment of
the presossion (Table V) acceptable, with 95 percent rating these aspects good to
very good. Five percent of the participants felt that scheduling and management
were poor. Some of the participants (even those who gave ihe rating good or
very good) noted that the evening schedules were somewhat tedious and expressed
the feeling that would have been more advantageous hud ae reading materials
been mailed in advance of ihe workshop.

According to the statistics in Table VI, 75 percent of the participants found
meeting room facilities from good to very good and 25 percent felt that the facilities
were undesirable. The major complaint dealt with the noise factor as a result
of the closeness of the meeting rooms, and with the numerous changes made in
room assignments.

The statistics reported in Table VII show th t 61 percent of the participants
felt they had sufficient prerequisite skills for the training. It is not surprising
that the highest percentage of ihe participants who considered their prior know-
ledge inadequate came from Session I which was involved with Computer Technology
and that the highest percentage of those who considered themselves as having
knowledge beyond what was necessary for the session were enrolled in Session IV
which took the behavioristic approach primarily.

ii



TMLF. I

Response in

The overall_ciuolity of instru tion in your session
was: Excellent, Good, Average, Fair, or Poor

Presession Number
Percent 1 2 4 Total Percent-

Excellent 63 79 61 70

Good 37 21 28 27

Average 0 0 11 3

Fair 0 0 0 0

Poor 0 0 0 0

Total Number 16 33 18 67

TABLE II Leaving aside the quality of instruction -for the moment,
.do you think the topic treated in your session should be
included in next preses ion program? Yes or No

Response in
Percent

Presession Number
2 4 Total Percent

Yes

Total Number

100

16

100

0

33

100

0

18

100

0

67



TABLE III

Response in
Percent

If you had to do it aver cgoin, would you apply
for the scs5ion which you hove 3 uF comp( tad ?
Yes or No

Prcsession Number
1 2 4 Totol Percent

Yes

No

Total Number

100

0

16

100

0

33

.89

1 1

18

97

67

TABLE IV If this same session is held again, would you
recommend that others attend? Yes or No

Response in
rcent

Presessi n Nu [Der
2 4 T t 1 Percent

Yes 100 100 1 0 1 U0

No 6 0 0

Total Number 16 33 18 67

TAB LE- V Flow good was the scheduling and manag,.. ent of
the Presession you attended? Very good, Good, Poor,
or Very poor

Response in.
Percent

P-- session Number._
2 4 Total Percent

Very good 44. 91 22 61

Good 56 9 61 34

Poor 0 0 1 7

Very poor 0 0

Total Nu b r 16 33 18 67



TABLE VI Flow goo I wore the in etinc:, room faciliti
for the Presession you ationcLA? Very good,
Good, Poor, or Very poor

.Response in
Percent 1

Presesskn Number
_ 4 Total Percent-

Very good 25 6 28 17

Good 44 64 61 58

P or 19 18 11 16

Very poor 12 12 0 9

Total Number 16 33 18 67

TABLE VII Do you think, you had the appropriate prerequisites or
prior knowledge to make what you learned
Presession of research, teaching, or administrative
values to you? More than necessary, Just the right
amount, Not enough

Response in
Percent

Presession Number
2 4 Total Percent

More than necessary 6 15 22 15

Just the right amount 50 64 67 61

Not enough 44 21 11 24

Total Number 16 33 18 67

14
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As indicatc,d by sla'cistics in Table VIII there was a positive r....sponse noted
por cipantc regarding the allowance staff made for variability in thc prior
knowledge participants possessed, Although the levels of allowance staff muck:
varied, nonr of the partieipents felt there was a lack of flexibility. Ihis aspact
ol the program emphasizes the ability of instructors to communicate effectively
to a divetsified group of pari:ciponts.

Table IX shows the r,Dsponse to the question related to whether the amount
of work required by staff of the parHcipants was acceptable. Eighteen percent
of the participants felt that the requirements were unreasonable, again focu--sing
on the amount. of reading required and the pace of ihe evening schedule. All of
the responses denoting too little required were given by participants in Session
IV. This suggests that overall the expectations staff had as to what might be
accomplished were well thought out.

The importance of the sessions held and the degree of their value to the
participants is indicated in Table X, which shows that 100 percent of the
participants reported that they desire to learn more on the topic studied in the
presession attended.

As reported in Table XI, slightly more th n 50 percent of the participants
vi wPri five cloys as sufficient time to learn and master the material of the pre-
session attended. or the overall 48 percent of respondents answering "No" to
the question, ihe larg3st percentage carrill from participants involved in the
Computer Technology session.

Many of the participants who answered "No" did not indicate what they
considered sufficient time for coverage of presession material (43 percent). Among
those who did give an opinion, 33 percent indicated that they would attend a
two-week presession on the same material as compared to 24 percent who noted
that they would consider a seven-day presession sufficient time.



TABLE VIII Did the teaching staff make sufficient alloy:a:lc(' for
the variability in prior knowkdge brought to ihr: Pre-
sessions by 'he participants? Noculy all of the tit=
Most of the ti ne, Some of the time, Hardly ever

Response in .

Percent 1

Presess on Number
2 4 Tot I Percent

Neady all the i me 50 42

Most of the time 31 36 39 36

Some of the time 19 24 22 22

Hardly ever 0 0 0 0

Total Number 16 33 18 67

TABLE IX Did the amount of work requir _ by the staff, of the
participants, seem acceptable? Tii re was: Too much,
Ju0 about right, Too little

Response in
Percent

Presession Number
2 4 Total Percent

Too much

Just about right

I o little

Total Numbei

6

94

0

33

67

0

83

17

18

18

78

4

67



TABLE X

Response in
Percent

Would you like to learn more on the topic you
studied th3re7 'es or No

Presession Number
2 4 Total Percent

Yes

No

Total Number

100

16

100 100

0

18

100

67

TABLE Xl Was five days a su_fficient time to learn cii
master the material of your Presession? {es or No

Response in
Percent

Presession Number
2 Total Percent

Yes

No

Total Number

44

16

55

45

56

44

18

52

48

67

If no, would you attend a seven-day or two-week

Response in
Percent

Presession on the same material? No;, Yes
Yes, two weeks

Presession Number
2 4

seve d ;

Tof 1 Percent

No 6 6 1 7

Yes, 7 days 19 27 22 24

Yes 2 weeks -04 21 45 3

No response 31 22 36

Total Number 16 67



The concluding section of this report contuins doscript ions 0F the five
Research Training Sessions, which include the following compel,

1. Title of Sass=

2. Staff

General Dcripfion

Purposes and Objectives

Scheel u I

6. Participarlis

7. Instructional M terials

8. Evolucaion

9. Dfrector's Ev lu tion

The descriptions are drawn, predominately, from repol is submitted by the
session directors. Minor editing was undertaken in order that the reports might
be presented in as,uniforrned a format as possible.

18
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RESEARCH TRAINING SESSION DESCRIPTIONS



PRESES I

1. Title: COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN GUIDANCE

2., Staff:
C. E. Helm

(Director)

David Archibald

Wailand Bessent

Mrs. Mary Farrell

Stanley Fisher

Miss Elaine Kirsh

Th,, City University of New
New York, New York_

rk

Center for EducaHonal Software Development
New England School Development Council

University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

The City University of New York
New York, New York

'The City University of Nev York
New York, New York

The City University of No York
New York, New York

1

Max Weiner The City University of New York
New York, New York

General D s

The presession was designed to introduce counselors counselor-educators,
and supervisors to fundamental concepts of the science and technology of
computation, and to educational applications of computer technology which
have particular relevance to guidance functions.

The explosive growth of the science and technology of information pro-
cessing encompassing the field of communication as well as the field of
computation will have an enormous impact on the processes of education.
It is of the utmost importance that counselors, counselor-educators, and
supervisors he thoroughly familial- with these fields because of the key role
they must play in bringing about vitally needed changes in education, many
of which become possible because of modern information technology.

The underlying theme of the presession was the representation problem;
that is, what are characteristics of useful modes of representation of edu-
cational problems and processes that facilitate rigorous analysis and solution.
The science and technology of computation can provide tremendous power far
such analysis; however, it is the educator who must formulate the questions
in a relevant manner. 20
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Purposes and Oblectives:

Specifically the program was designed to achieve the following objectives:

1 Participants would acquire an underst nding ot on elementary
level of basic concepts in the science and technology of compution.

2. Participants would be able to,use these concepts together with
their prior knowledge of educational principles and practices
to acquire an understanding of the design, operation, and
evaluation of computer-based guidance systems, computer-ssisfed
instruction systems, end automatic school scheduling systems.

5 Schedule:

Day I

Day II

Overview and Orientation
Fundamentals of Computation:

General Concepts (software and hardware)
Introduction to the use of programming languages to

represent problems, discussion of interaction
between lan,guage and data base

Lecture on the BASIC programming language
Lecture on the BASIC programming language (continued)

Overview and Orientation
Computer Based Guidance: introduction to the

Information System for Vocational Decisions,
evaluation of present system

Script writing
Special interest seminars:

1) Computer-based guidance
2) Management information system
3) BASIC

Special interest seminars:
1) BASIC
2) SMISR - A Simple Informati n Storage and Retrieval Sy em

6
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Overview and Orientation
Computer-Assisted Instruction: history and advantages of

CAI, discussion ond demonstration of classes of
CAI program

Demonstration of INBASKET
Special interest gtoups:

1) CAI
2) Computer-Based Guidance
3) BASIC

Special interest groups:
1) BASIC

Day IV
Overview at d OHentation
Computer-Based Scheouling: intioduction to scheduling

support systems, schedule builders
General applications, scheduling algorithms, educational

implications of various approaches
Special interest groups:

1) Computer-Based Scheduling
2) BASIC
3) Computer-Based Guidance

Special interest group:
1) BASIC

Day V
Evaluation of educational programs, problems of researchers

in school setting
Discussion of relationship between counselor and computer
Summary and evaluation of Fresession

Participants:

Of the twenty-three participants, ten arc male and thirteen are female.
Fifteen participants are at the masters level, most of whom have acquired
credits toward the doctorate; six of the participants have doctoral degrees.
Ten of the participants are employed as school counselors, seven are in
supervisory positions and six are employed as t ainers of counselors.

7. Instructional Materials:

Advance materials were sent to participants prior to t e opening of the
training program. Included in this package was an extensive bibliography on
the computer in education.

The staff of ihe presession set up a library of 72 volumes and periodicals

-17-1. 22



relating to computer technology in guidance. These makTiols wo
available throughout the presassion for participants to borrow.

Evaluation:

A pre- and pos_t-test, consisting -.)f 24 questions was used in order to
evaluate the level of familiarization that participants achieved in the
Various oreca7,.

Participants were asked to rank their abilities on a variety of computer
related tasks on a I - 5 s _le as follows:

1) I could easily do this

2) I would have some difflculiy in doing this.

3) I would have a great deal of difficulty doing this, but
could probably get it done.

4) I could probably not do this.

5) It would be hopeless for me even to attempt to do this task.

Pre-test mean "score" was 3.76 (i.e. I could probably not do this).
Post-test mearbscore was 2.03 (i.e. I would have some difficulty in doing
this). This difference is significant statistically as well as educationally.

The Formative Evaluation Questionnaire was administered twice during the
session. Results are presented in Table I.

Director's Evalu i n:

was most favorably impressed by the enthusiasm of the participants for
the topic, Computer Technology in Guidance. I was equally impressed by the
ability of ihe group and by their progress during the week. They appeared to
gain considerable insight into the issues involved in applying computer technology
fo problems in guidaice, as well CIS some familiarity with current applications.

Experience has shown that it is almost impossible for anyone to acquire an
operationally useful understanding of the concepts of computer technology with-
out some experience in computer programming. Accordingly, since the
participants almost without exception had had no prior programming experience,
we devoted considerable time to programming outside of the seminars. Everyone
learned BASIC and wrote at least one (usually several) simple programs. The
short time available made it difficult to integiate this experience with the
other aspects of the presession, although participants generally felt that programn ing
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helped clarify other i-sues.

if was the general consensus that poetical training in progrcmiming was
lot readily available at their own institutions.

While ihe primary goal of the prescssion was achieved reasonably, our
efforts cannot have significant impact on the profession as a whole unless
the people we train can themselves have some significant impact. The bast
we can hope for in a 5-day seminar is to get naive participants "turned on"
about the possibilities of computers in guidance, We must be able: to
provkle extensive follow-up support for these counselors who are sufficiently
interested to want to continue.

Future presessicAs should include a repeat of this general introduction with
a greater emphasis on programming, as well as presessions on advanced topics
designed for persons with sufficient background to deal in depth with specific
computer applications in guidance.



TABLE I

For -ative Evaluation Questionnair Results

Key: SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), ? (Undecided), D (Disagree,
SD (Strongly Disagree), NA (No Ans-wer) Please circle your choices.

SA

1. The objectives of this

Day
NA SA A

FiflhQgy
SD NAD .SD ? D

program were clear to me. 4 14 1 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 0

2. The objectives of this
program were not realistic. 0 0 6 10 4 0 0 7 0

3. The participants accepted
the purposes of this program. 3 13 2 1 0 1 6 13 0 0 0 1

4. The objectives of this pro-
gram were not the same as
my bjectives. 0 0 2 12 6 0 0 4 6 6 1

5. I have not learned much new 0 1 1 10 8 0 0 0 7 13 0

6. The material presented
seemed valuable to rne. 7 11 2 0 0 0 11 0 0 0

7. I could have learned as
much by reading CI book. 0 3 1 8 8 0 0 1 11 0

8. Possible solutions to my pro-
blems are not being considered.° 1 3 8 6 2 0 1 28 8

9. The information presented
was too elementary 0 0 1 7 12 0 0 12

10. The speakers rafIy know
their subjects. 6 14 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 0 0

11. I was stimulated to think
about the topics presented. 6 14 0 0 0 0 8 12 0 0 0

12. We worked togeiher as
well as a group. 1 9 4 4 0 2 6 12 1 0 0

25
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K SA Strongly Agree), A (Agree), ? (Undecided), D (Disc
SD Strongly Disagree), NA (No Answer) Please circle your ch ices.

SA
Second Day .

SD NA SA
Fifth Day

D SD NAA A ?
13. The group discussions were

excellent.
0 5 3 3 0 9 6 7 5 1 0 1

14. There was little time for
informal conversation. 1 2 1 10 4. 2 0 1 0 8 1 0

15. I had no opportunity to
express my ideas. 0 2 1 11 5 1 0 0 0 8 12 0

16. I really felt a pa t of
this group. 12 2 2 2 4 4 14 1 0 0

17. My time was wall
spent. 14 2 1 0 0 9 10 1 0 0 0

18 The progrom met my
expectations. 5 10 2 0 1 6 7 4 3 0 0

19. Too much time was
devoted to trivial matters. 1 6 2 0 1 0 11 7 1

20.. The information presented
was to advanced. 0 0 9 8 3 0 0 0 0 12

21. The content was not
readily applicable to mu h
research in education. 0 0 6 10 4 0 0 0 11

22. The As ist nt was very
helpful. 2 14 3 0 0 1 11 9 0

23.Theory w s not re!ofôd to
practice. 0 1 3 12 3 1 0 0 0 14 6 0

24. The schedule should hove
been more flexible. 0 2 5 10 1 2 1 1 0 14 4

26
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PRESESSION ii

1. Title: SYSTEMS RESEARCH FOR COUNSELORS, COUNSELOR-EDU-
CATORS, AND SUPERVISORS

2. Ste f:

T. A. Ryan
(Director)

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Donald G. Hays Fullerton Union High School District
Fullerton, California

Ray E. Hosford University of California
Santa Barbara, California

James W. Lawrence UniverSity of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Leonard C. Silvern Education and Training Consultants, Co.
Los Angeles, Celia), 9 a

Norman R.Stewarf Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

Bob Winborn

General Descviption:

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

The program was designed to provide a carefully sequenced series of
exercises and problems integrated with didactic instruction. It was assumed
that factors influencing extent to which program aims could be achieved
ncluded participant background, staff competency, quality and quantity of

information presented and practice provided.

Participants were selected who met crtreria for education and experience
deemed essential for progress in the course. In staff selection the intent was
to combine competencies of different instructors into a strong instructional
team capable of didactic presentation and supervision over problem-solving
activities.

The amount and kind cf information presented was controlled through thc
planned reference list and directed reading including pre-conforonce
preparation.

27
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4, Purposes and Objectives:

The ultimate purpose of the presession in systems research was to improve
counseling, counselor-education, supenri!,ion and related areas through research.
The immediate program purpose was to train selected participants in use of
systems research principles and techniques for planning and evaluating
counseling, counselor-education, supervision and related areas. The progiani
purpose was implemented in two primary aims:

1. to develop p rtici pan ts knowledge and understanding of systems
research concepts and principles as revealed by meaningful definition
of analysis, synthesis, simulation, mc el lincj, feedback, and
behavioral objectives.

2. to develop participants' proficiency in using systerris techniques
for planning and evaluating counseling and counselor education,
as revealed by design of c closed loop system with element
identification, feedback, logical sequence, and part-whole
relationships and correct use ef signal paths, arrowhead formation,
rectangular blocks, descriptors, point numeric codes, F, FF, A,
and error .;ignals.

5. Schedule:

The training program designed to achieve presession objectives was five
days in duration, with daily sessions-from 8:00 a.m. io 12:00 Noon, and
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Evening sessions were not scheduled as a required part
of the program. The training facilities were open from 7:00 to 10:00 each
evening, with instructors on hand to work with individual trainees or groups
of participants. A demonstration of computer simulation and presentation of
mathematical modelling weie given during the evening hours.

The presession opened with an orientation to the training progr m. This was
followed immediately by a pre-test to determine extent to which participants
already were capable of demonstrating the terminal behaviors defined in the
program objectives. There were seven major elements in the program, following
completion of the pre-test: (1) instruction in basic concepts and principles
to reinforce required pre-conference reading; (2) basic instruction in skill
development; (3) advanced instruction in concepts and techniques; (4) practice
in applying systems skills and techniques; (5) post-test to determine exient
to where participants had progressed toward criterion performance;
(6) application of concepts and techniques in developing a solution to a
real-life problem; and (7) presentation of models demonstrating systems
research in counseling and counselor-education.
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The learning activities implemented to achieve Objec,,ve 1, dovolopimj
participants' understanding of systems concepts and principles, included
assigned reading, lecturer, clide-tape presentations, films, individualized
activities with plogrammed material, and supervised practice on workbook
exercises.

Activities to achieve Objective 2, developing participants' proficiency
in using systems techniques and skills included film-tape presentation, and
supervised plactice on individual and group problems, including work on
analysis, synthesis, and flow chart modelling. Advanced exercis::;s and
extra assignments were utilized to help meet individual needs.

D y I

Morning: Pre-Assessment
Introduci ions
Program 0,erview: Purposes, Objectives

Procedures
Defining Goals and Objectives
Model for Producing a System (use of slide tape)
LOGOS Language for Flow chart use of slide tape and

Individualized Activity)

Afternoon: Systems Engineering of Learning (use of fil strip tape)
Ouestion-and-Answer Perior
Analysis as a Process (Individualized Activity)
Systems Using (use of slide tape)
Discussion
Announcements and Assignments: Problems

Day I I

Morning: Evaluate Solutions to Problem 1
Synthesis as a Process (use of slide tape)
Systems including Synthesis and CAI
Problem 2 (Individualized Activity)
Evaluate Solutions to Problem 2
Model for Producing a System Model (use of s ide tape)
Study Closed Loop Instructional Flow chart

Model: Boeing
Problem 3 (Individualized Activity)

Afternoon: Evaluate Solutions to Problem 3
Problem 4 Satellite
Evaluate Problems Solutions
Announcements and Assignments Problem 5

- 24
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Morning: Evaluale Problem Solutions - Problem 5
Study Complex. Closed Loop Instructional

Flow chart Mode!: Occupational Instruction
and Government Basc,-.! Information

Problem 6
Evaluation of Problem Solutions

Afternoon: Problem 7
Announcements and Assignments

Day IV

Morning: Evaluate Solutions to Problem 7
Post-Assessment
Real-life Problem

Afternoon: Real-life Proble
Announcements and Assignments

Day V

Morning: 'Evaluate Solutioins to Real-life Problems
Program Evaluation
A Counseling Model

Afternoon; Model for a District Testing Program
Review ond Preview: Systems Approach-Implications

for Counseling, Guidance, Counselor-Education
and Supervision

6. Participants:

Foriy-five participants were selected from sixty-three applicants for the
presession. Attrition of five left forty in attendance during the training
program. Participant characieristics are given below:

t 0
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Sex Number

Male
Female

_27
13

40

Place of Residence

Regi n

outh

State

Highest Educational De ree Attained

Degree Number

Bachelors degree 2

Masters degree .10
Doctoral candida e 3
Doctoral degree 25

N= 40

Nature .1 Place of Employment

Number Employer Position

University or College

Number

Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
South Carolina
Georgia

1

1

1

2
1

6

Dean
Assistant Dean
Chairman
Director
Professor
Assoc. Professor
Asst. Professor

1

1

4
1

4
9

Southwest Coordinator 1

Arkansas 2 Instructor 1

Louisiana 4 Res. Associate 1

Oklahoma 1 Counselor 2

Tpxas 9 3416
Local School

East New Jersey 1 Counselor
New York 2 Asst. Director 1

Maryland 3

Kentucky 1

Massachusetts 1 A ency Military
Counselor 2
Director 1

Midwe
Missouri 1

Ohio 1
N= 40

Michigan 2
Nebraska 1

Indiana
Illinois 1

West
1Washington

California 1

2
40 31



7. Instructional Is:

Prior to the start of the presession, enrollees were sent a materials
packet, with directions for pre-conference reading, seven reference
materials, syllabus and staff directory.

8. Eval ation:

Two measures were taken to eveluate participant performance against
program objectives: an objective pre- posttest and subjective participant
self-evaluation. Evaluation of the research training session was accomplished
by comparing pre- and posttest group profiles and by comparing pre- and post-
test scores against criterion standards for acceptable performance. The pre-
posttest was designed to sample behaviors defined by Aims 1 and 2, developing
understanding of concepts and principles of systems research and developing
p2oficiency in using systems techniques. The pre- posttest instrument con-
sisted of three subtests, two of which sampled behaviors of concept under-
standing, and one sampled proficiencyein using systems techniques.

Table 1 shows the group profile for median scores on the pre- and posttest
by program objectives. inspect7on of Table 1 reveals that the posttest median
scores for understanding of concepts exclusive of behavioral objectives were
four and a half times larger than the pretest median score. The median score
for the understanding of behavioral objectives was double the pretest score.
The posttest score on the test of skill proficiency was three times the pretest
score. When the pre- and posttest scores were compared against criterion
standards for acceptable performance (Table 2), it was found that over three-
fourths of the participants developed understanding of concepts excluding
behavioral goals at criterion level on the posttest, with ninety percent reaching
criterion level on the posttest for skill performance.

Self-evaluation against Aims 1 and 2 were taken by eliciting from participants
responses to indicate their feelings about their progress to the training objectives.
Table 3 reports results of participants' self-evaluations. Inspection of Table 3
reveals that la) percent of participants felt they had developed a significant
understanding of systems concepts, with 97 percent reporting they felt they had
acquired proficiency in using systems techniques.

A program evaluation was made to assess program management, by gathering
data on learning activities, instructional materiels, program content, and
program organization.

Participants r :fed learning activities on a four-point scale, indicating
degree to which the activity contributed to achievement of program goals. Mean
ratings are reported in Table 4. Examination of data reported in Table 4
reveals all of activities were rated above the chance mean. The learning
activities rated as most worthwhile in helping participants reach program Is

were problem solving tasks, assigned readings, and conferences with staff.
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Table 1

Comparison of Group Profiles of Median
Scores for Pre- and Posttest by Program Objective

Program Ogre-Etive
Pret

ff;aTCIT1 Score
Posttest

Developing understanding of systems concepts
exclusive of behavioral objectives 9.0 40.0

Developing understanding of behavioral
objectives 3.0 7.5

Developing proficiency in using systems
techniques 7.5 22.0

N= 33 N= 28

Table 2

Performance Criterion Levels for Trainhg Objectives
and Percenrof Participants Achieving Criterion Levels

Objectivus
Critenon Leve s oAccepta e Performance

Possible Criterion % Achieving
Score Level Criterion Level

Pre est Posttest

Understanding concepts ex lusive
of behavioral objectives 96 36 0 78

Understanding behavioral
objectives 17 20 50

Acquiring proficiency in using
systems techniques 40 20 17 90



Participant Self Evaluation on Levels of
Performance for Program Objectives

Pro ram Objectives

Percent o Respon ents
. Reaching Four Levels of Performa ce

None Little

Amount of new knowledge about
system research acquired durin,g
presessi on .

2. Extent of proficiency in using
systems techniques developed
during presession.

Table 4

0

0

MeadRating of Training Program Learning
Activities

Some Amount

72 23

79

Learning Activity Mean Rating
(Md = 391/2

Individual staff conferencc

InclMdual problem

Assigned reading

Lectures

Audio-visual presentations

Programmed instruction

General discussion 34

3.69

3.55

3.52

3.42

3 37

3.27

3.14

Task group cti Nies 3.06
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Table 5

Mean Ratings of instrue ;ono? Materials

- _
Instruction Materi

Ryan, T. A. Systems Techniques for programs
of cour-us6ing or -

Ma er, R. F. Preparing instructional
objectives.

Silvern, L.C. LOGOS: A system language
for How 1-Tc157-6,----

Silvern1 L. C. Systems engineering of education
i: The eva-itiorTP system7TEVKing in
e ucation.

Banathy, 2.. Instructional systems.

Churchman, C W. The systems approach.

can ,,Zahng
Md 3.4.5)

3.65'

3.68

3,52

38

3.30

2,96
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Evaluation oF instructional materials was made by participant rating on
ci four-poini scc-71-55777.-< references which were required reading for the
course. Mean ratings are reparied in Table 5. Inspection of Table 5 reveals
that all referencen wore rated above the chance mean. The references rated
as most value2le were Systems techniques for programs of counseling and
counselor oCucation by T. A. Ryan,cia Preparing instriTETiWiT (1-7Te-cies
BYtio,c,Tet., wT17ik7-rie.xt highest rated referencesEr -C.-I.-DS: A

system language for flowchart modeling.by Silvern.

Program content was evalu ted by participant rai: 3 on a four-point scale
of eaci prograrr unit in terms of contribution to program goals. Mean ratings
are reported in Table 6. Inspaction of Table 6 reveals that units considered
most valuable were conceptualization of system in model form and con-
ceptual analy is and synthesis. All units were rated above the chance mean.

Program management was evaluated by participant rating of aspects of
progiam organization and management, including program information, meals
and lodging, staff qualifications, time utilization, climate for leoining, and
physical facilities. Participants ratings of program management indicate
some dissatisfaction with the program information, meals and living arrange-
ments, time allocation, and physical arrangements. There was 100 percent
satisfaction with the program as a whole, as indicated by response to the
questions concerning scheduling of a similar presession next year.
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Table 6

Mean Ratings of Program Topics

Program Topic

Conceplualizatioti of system in model form

Conceptualization an lysis and synthesis

Model for producing a systems model

Problem: Fr. -1 Real Life Environment

Systems using fe .dback

Problem: Counselor Education

Rules and Synbols for flowr+art mode lirrg

Illustrations of Systems Research

Closed Loop instructional system

Problem: Guidance Management

Problem: Satellite Communication

Problem: LO OS
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9. Director!s Evaluati n:

Analysis of results from criterion tests indicates that the aim of deeloping
participants' knowledge and understanding of systems concepts and principles
was achieved by over ihree-fourths of the participants, w ith ninety percent
of participants reaching criterion level in use of systems techniques. Analysis
of test data revealed that twenty percent of participants started at ctiterion
level on understanding of behavioral objectives. At the end of the training
program, fifty percent had reached pet fat mance standards on defining b
havioral objectives. The data reveal that none of the participants was
at criterion level on understanding of other systems c ,ncepts at the start
of the program. Seventy-eight percent reached criterion level ai the end
of the presession. The difference between the development of participants'
understanding of behavioral objectives and their understanding of other
systems concepts is explained by the nature of the program. The program
design assumed a prior understanding of behavioral objectives and the learning
activities were not planned io emphasize understanding of behavioral
objectives. The indication that twenty percent of the participants had an
understanding of behaviot al objectives of the beginning of the program
indicates the extent to which pre-conference reading on behavioral goals
was effective. A parallel can be shown with developing participant skill
proficiency in using systems techniques. On the pretest seventeen percent
of participants met criterion levels of use of systems techniques. This
suggests that one-fifth of participants managed to learn from the basic system
skills from ihe pre-conference preparation. However, in looking at the
participant, understanding of systems concepts, with none of the participants
meeting criterion levels on ihe pretest, it seems that the learning of systems
skills through pre-conference directed reading failed to develop an undeistanding
of systems principles and concepts. The continued independent use of systems
research for improvement and innovation of counseling, counselor education,
and related areas requires more than rote skill. There must be understanding
of assumptions underlying use of the systems techniques, to permit the researcher
to know how and when to use systems techniques and to be able io interpret
results of systems analysis and synthesis. Results of the pre-positests suggest
that an important oatcome of the training session was the development of
participant understanding of concepts and principles of systems resBarch,
aking with developing profic ency in using systems techniques.

The evaluation of program manacy ment reflects that organization and
administration were generally satisfactory, despite difficulties encountered as
a result of the very late funding of the proposal and concomitant delays in
announcing the program. The dissatisfaction with the time available for the
presession can be taken as a positive endorsement of the program, rather than
a criticism. The essence of ihe responses indicating dissatisfaction with
amount of time for the presession has the effect of saying more time is desired
to devote to the topic
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The dissatisfaction with physical faciliHes reflects in part the problcm
encountered, not only in the hotel facilities but also in the moving from
one location to anolher in the couise of the progrpm.

Parficipon" evaluation of instructional materials, techniques and staff
reveal general satisfaction with these components of the program. There
was overwhelming endorsement of the program, as indicated by one
hundred percent response to the question, "Did ihe program meet your
expectations?"

The data from participant and program evaluation sugge t thc re-
search training programs conducted in cooperation with the annum meeting
of American Personnel and Guidance Association meet a very real need.



PRESESSION III

1. Title: UTILIZING RESEARCH TO IMPROVE COUNSELING PROGRAMS

Staff:
Gary Waix
(Director)

Ralph Bonfield

Donald Blocher

Jean Marie Furniss

Don Harrison

John Hechlik

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

University of Michigan
Ann.Arbor, Michigan

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Eastern Michigon Univers
Ypsilanti, Michigan

Ronald Lippitt University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Ju

Marlene B. Pringle

General Description:

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan

The workshop was designed to help counselors develop competencies which
would enable them to effectively adapt counseling procedures to the needs of
particular student groups and to evaluate the effectiveness of these new pro-
cedures. The principal emphasis of the workshop was centered around helping
counselors translate their problems of research into reseal chable problems and
procedures in order to be able to utilize findings from their own research and
existing research information in the improvement of their notions as counsclois.
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Purposes and Objectives:

SpeciFically, the program was designed io enhance learning whereb

art icipants would develop skills in the 'process of translating
,pecific proble-ns which they encounter in their woik with students
into research problems and procedures.

Participants would devel skills in formulating functional school
research shategies such as empirical case studies and experimental
longt itudinal stud;es.

Participants would be introduced to and become competent in the
Use of the ERIC national information system.

Participants would develop a design for the operat on of a local
micro-information system to facilitate effective research and program
decision-making.

Participants would be introduced to the idea that existing research
information (as well as self-generaied research information ) could
suggest new counseling practices and would develop skills which
enable them to utilize existing research information more effectively.

Schedule:

Day I

Day If

Orientation
Data Collection on Participants
Conceptualizing Problems in Researchable Terms
Participant Development of Individual Research Problems
Review of Problem Statements
What Our Present Research Tells Us About Counseling Procedures

Orientation to Knowledge Utilization process
Understanding Research Generalizations (Labora ory Experience
Deriving Counseling Procedures from Research Generalizations

(Task Forces on Specific Counseling Areas)
Review of Knowledge Utilization Process and Sharing of Task Force

Reports
Presentation and Discussion on Topics selected by group

41
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p_cly111

Day IV

Day V

6. Pa ticipon

The ERIC System Audio Visual Presentation
Using the ERIC System (Instruction in the use of ERIC using

specially prepared materiels)
Search of ERIC System (Laboratory Experience in which participant

searches for information relevant to his research problem)
Developing Micro-Information Systems
Guidance Program innovations

Finalization of Participant Research Problems
Possible Research Desig-ns: The Empirical Case Study and

the Experimental Longitudinal Study
Designing Research PI ocedures
Sharing of Designs and Design Problems
Banquet and presentation on the Counselor as an Action Researcher

Strategies for Implementaiion or Research Designs
Strategies for Initiating New Counseling Procedures
Finalization of Written Research Plans
Workshop Evaluation
Follow-up Plans and Workshop Closing

There were a total of 27 participants involved in the five-day presession.
A breakdown of participant characteristics follows:

Sex Number

Male 12
Female 15

N = 27

Highest Degree ObtaIned

Baccalaureate
Masters
Doctoral candidate 1

Doek)rate

1

14

N 27

Nature of Employment

Higher Education 19

Local Schools ..7
Agency 1

42 N = 27



Place of R sidence

Region

East

Mid west

South

West

State Number

Massachus t
New York 3

Pennsylvania 2
6

I II inois 1

Minnesota
Missouri 2..
Ohio

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia

Colorado

7. Instructional Materials:

2

3
1

1

1

27

Th e. workshop utilized ERIC materials, including ERIC indexes, the
Thesaurus. of ERIC Descriptors, ERIC microfiche and selected products fr m
ERIC clearinghouses.

Evaluation:

The participants indicated their satisfaction with the workshop in their
responses to the questionnaire prepared by the wolkshop slaff. The following
points were mentioned often as reasons for the high degree of participant
satisfaction;

1. The focus of the workshop was.on each individual's research needs
in his home area. Most participants indicated they were returning
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home with some practical new rcsearch skills that they could
directl;/ apply in their work settings.

2. The format involved a wide variety of types of participant and
staff interaction which seemed to help keep members involved in
the workshop process. Leciure presentations, lare group interaction
small group interaction, triad tasks, and staff consultation with
individuals were all incorporated as part of the design. At critical
points in the workshop process, p-articipants indicated they
benefited considerably from the time set aside for individual
synthesis of preceding inputs.

The participants indicated they were exposed to some group problem-
solving strategics that were new and pertinent to them, and many
participants specifically indicated they could incorporate these
stralagies usefully in their work areas.

4. Many of the participants had been only slightly familiar with the ERIC
system before the workshop and indiculed they would utilize its
resources in the future.

ParticiPants were especially pleased with the high ra io of staff to
parti ci pants .

Listed below are the planned-for particip nt outcomes which were successfully
implemented by the workshop:

1. Development of a Research Design:

A major workshop goal was for each participant to develop a
solid feasible research design in an area of particular concern
to him in his home work setting. All participants accomplished this
task.

2. Farn liarization with Specific Research Strategies:

Participants were exposed to research strategies, in particular
to the empirical case study and the experimental longitudinal
study, and to develop the appropriate strategy for their own
particular research interests.

Generation of New Counseling Procedures:

Participants worked with a specific set of research generalizations
and went through the process of beginning to develop a set of new
counseling procedures based on the generalizations.

44
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4. Development of Action Strategies in Utilizing Counseling Researc

Participants learned through their own participation how le
effectively use group problem-solving strategies such as force-field
analysis, brainstorming, and fishbowling.

5. Competency Devel p ent in the Use of Information Systems:

Pcr'icipants were introduced to the ERIC national information system
and learned hew to make the best use of ERIC and similar systems in
their home areas. As part of the workshop program, participants used
the ERIC Fridexes, the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, ERIC microfiche,
nd E RIC publications to searchTh-7-6V--ailable research information on

their individual re.-,earch topics.

Director's Evaluation:

Tbe program so well received by participants on the basis of achieved
outcomes and participant evaluations, must be considered a successful offal t.
Staff of the presession and i offer the following recommendations for fulure
sessions:.

1. Assessment of participants' expectations for workshop should be
made at registration.

Participants should have greatei input prior to the workshop as
to the format and content they can expect.

Some assessment of re,-arch backgrounds and experience of the
participants prior to th workshop might be helpfuf for design
purposes. Maybe there could be a greater flexibility of design
to meet more individual needs in a diverse participant population.

Participants indicated that "hand-outs" of condensed lectures by
speakers would be helpful to take home.

5. A few participants tended to complain of "lack of structure."
Written "expectation statements" for participants would fill
the need for more structure in future workshops.

6. Workshop physicol facilities should be more comfortable in terms
of size and heating.
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Many participants indicated they were becoming fatigued by
the end oFthe workshop, so in the future the design should
possibly be one day shorter.

8. The fact that there was a large enouah staff io provide a great
deal of individual attention increased the general workshop
success, according la many par _:ipants. An adequate size
staff appears to be a good workshop strategy in the future.



PRESESSI N IV

1. Title: FIELD ORIENTED RESEARCH IN ECOLOGICAL STUDIES AND
DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS FOR COUNSELORS, COUNSELOR-
EDUCATORS AND SUPERVISORS

2. Staff:
Francis A. J. tenni

(D;rector)

Julio George

David Johnson

Ba bare McNeill

Thomas Nilanci

Joseph Schaeffer

Edward Storey

S. General De iption:

Teachers College, Colu bia University
New York, New York

Teachers College, Columbia Universii
New York, New York

Teachers College, Columbia University
New York, New York

Teachers College, Columbia University
New York, New York

Teachers College, Columbia Univers
New York, New York

Bronx State Hospital
Bronx, New York

Southeastern Education Laboratory
Atlanta, Georgia

The purpose of the presesion on field research in ecological studies and
developmental models was to achieve improver-ent in counseling and counselor-
education by training counselors, counselor-educators, and sipervisors in
the use and interpretation of field oriented research technique:.

Recently there has been a growing interest in field studies in the behavioral
sciences. More accurately, this represents a rebirth of concern, since field-
oriented research has a respectable antiquity in the social sciences. Part of
this new interest results from the felt need to illuminate and extend laboratory
or clinical data by observing its operation in a real setting. Of equal im-
portance, however, is the growing conviction that given an appropriate
conceptual framework and a carefully developed set of techniques, it is
indeed possible to approach field studies with the same rigor as laboratory
research. That is to say, field research can be just as empirical, just as
experienced, just as practiced, just as inductive as any other system of
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engagement with observable facts, provided that the research is properly
conceptualized and methodologically defined. In fact, field-oriented
resec rch has numerous and obvious advantages over the classical experi-
mental melhod. For exarr,Dle, in ihe current educational milieu, in which
the community is becoming increasingly ill ai ease about experimentation
and testing, it is emerging as the preferred --and in many urban situations
the only avenue for entry into the real world of educat on.

For ihe past five years two independent but closely associated groups
of behavioral scientists at the Medical School of the University of California
and at the Horace Mann-Linr.oln lnsiitute al .Teachers College, Columbia
University, have been developing increasingly precise methods of observing,
recording, classifying, and analyzing field data. -'-he one-week workshop
was an attempt to build on the experience of those Iwo groups as well as
others in the field.

Purposes and Oblectives:

Specifically the program sought to assist counselor , counselor-ecucators,
and supervisors to define field systems for research, to establish parameters,
and to understand methods and techniques for observing and recording be-
havior in the Field.

The participants were able to:

1. Develop an understanding of the relationship among experimental,
survey, clinical and field research techniques and their application
in the area of ecological studies and developmental rdodcIs
specifically and in the area of counseling in general.

2. State and apply the protocols of research techniques dealing with
(a) observation, (b) recording, (c) classification, (d) analysis, and

(e) interpretations of field research data and their relationship to
data qafhered from other forms of research.

Demonstrate t le use of these techniques through involvement in a
number of model and actual field research problems which were
established as part of the training program.

4. Gain experience through preliminary training in the use of field
research techniques such as observation and recording of doia, the
use of various elertronic devices in recording field information, and
techniques of analysis or data gathered in the field.
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Content areas included:

Historical and theoretical implicaHons of working in field situations in
which behavior can be observed and collected.

2. Implications of ecological patterning and cevelopmental sequencing
as they occur in "reel" as contrasted to experimental or clinical
systems.

Definition of field systems for research purposes and estobli hing
behavioral parameters.

Meth d and technique in observing arid recording behavior in the
field, participant and non-pariicipant observation, and the use of
electronic collection systems.

5. Classifying data derived from the Meld and preliminary taxonomies.

6. Systems of analysis for field data and their use in various types of
field research.

Deriving theory from field-orrented research. The principal emphasis
here was on the "groe,-,dcd theory" approach developad at ihe Uni-
versity of California and the situational analysis" system developed
at Columbia, bui othc.r schemes were included.

-

New directions and problem cirea in ecological studies and develop-
mental models.

5. Schedule:

Day I

Morning: Discussion of workshop objective , activities, participant
requirements

Distribution of materials
Film-pretest exercise in observation and recording data

Aftern Field-oriented research education - historical and
theoretical implication

Discussion
Ecological patterning and developmental seqLoncing

(compared with experimental and clinical systems)
Elements of systems analysis
Discussion 49



Day II

A )rning: Evaluation of models
Use of electronic collection systems
Introd.,:cCon to video tapin;

Afternoon: Illustrations of the use of video taping in field-oriented
research

Pa .f-icipant practice in the use of electronic collection
systems

Coding sy-,terns
Systems of data Classification
Discussion

Day III

Morning: Defining field systems and establishing behavioral
parameters

Discussion
Practice: clas:ification of data from presented case study

Afternoon: Further discussion of "grounded theory" and "situational
onulysis"

Theory generaHon From field-oriented reseoch
Discussion

Day IV

Morning: Field evaluation of administrative structures
Illustrations and discussion
Participant consultation with staff concerning their

individual research projects or interests

Afternoon: Participant-staff consultation (continued)
Developmental models for counselors, counselor-educators,

and supervisors - The use of field-oriented research as
the springboard to switch from "research for verification
of theory" to "research for generation of theory"

Duy V

Morn t Developmental models continued)
Discussion

Afternoon: Summary and evaluation
Participants' anonymous evaluations
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6. Participants:

Of the iwenty-seven applicants accepted for the presession, eighteen were
able to attend for the full five days - eight males and teH females. Twenty-
eight percent were counselor-educators, forty-four percent elementary or
secondary school counselors, and the additional twenty-eight percent were
counselor supervisors or directors of pupil personnel services.

Information on p rticipant educational background indicated that twenty-
eight percent held 0 doctoral degree, with the remaining seventy-two
percent holding ai least a masters degree (s x at ihe -loct-2ral di-sertation
stage).

7. Instructional Materials:

A tw -hundred page handbook of selected readings on field oriente re-
sear:h was compiled and distributed to 'each pc- ticipant. Lecturers pre ented
a list of reference materials concerning their tapir s.

Five thousand dollars worth of electronic collection systems ec1uiprnent
was made avail( 'Die for illustrations and participant use.

Two films were used for participant practice in observafio and data
recording.

Evaluation:

At the completion of the workshop eighteen participants completed an
anonymous evaluation form which was returned directly to thc \PGA Pre-
session Committee. A report of the responses is given in an earlier seclion
of this report.

9. Director' E luation:

The overall evaluation of the presessi n was that it was quite successful.
This conclusion is based upon an analysis of the comments supplied by the
participants at the end of the five days and a consideration of the extent to
which the objectives of the presession were achieved. While it is recognized
that the stated objectives are not manageable within a five-day program, it
appears that ihe participants came away from their experience with more than
just an awareness of the possibilities of field-oriented research. The par-
ticipant-staff consultations near the end of the program indicated that several
group members were able io apply their knowledge and skills to the individual
projects they were engaged in back at their home base. The consultation



time may have been the most pro cl;ve segment of the presession and will
be expanded in future workshops.

While the staff is to be considered excellent for their individual presentatians,
command of iheir subjeci mailer, eie., it wauld have been more beneficial
had their efforts been more coordinaied, sequeniial. It is exncted that the
complele presentation will b- _,,rno more effeci lye with experience.

The number of participants was much smaller than expected. This may have
been due to the later announcement of the preses,ions to the APGA member-
ship. The cmall number fostered desirable sioiT-pariicipant inle-action and
relationships. Ii is my impression that ihe informality resulted in considerable
"peer learning."



PPESESSION V

1. Title: PROBLE

2: Staff:
Chris D. Kehas
(Director)

Ricardo GutirYrez

Forest Harrison

Laurence Innac- ne

OF RESEARCH SUPERVISION AND CONSULTATION

Francis W. McKenzie

Norman A. Sprinthall

Genoral Description:

Statement of Need

Claremont Graduate School
.Claremont, California

Claremont Graduate School
'Claremont, California

Claremont Graduate School
Claremont, California

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Toronto Ontario, Canada

The Pulolic Schools of Brookline
Brookline, Massachusetts

Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The focus of this presession was on operations associated with the systematic
supervision of research arid on perspectives toward the conduct of research. In
most circumstances, the only research most professionals conduct is that which
is associated with their own academic degree programs; in many degree pro-
grams, the student is not offered any practice in research. Perhaps more
unfortunately, doctoral candidates receive no systematic training or education
in how to supervise their own students when they assume positions of leader-
ship in school systems, state departments of education, or private or public
agencies. The development of skills in the supervision of research, then, is
too often left to accident or circumstance.

Purposes and Objectives:

The activities of this presession foc:used on instructing graduate advisers
and school guidance leaders and had the objective of improvin,g the quality
of research conducted in education by guidouce students and guidcnce
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staff members. The direction of instruction was two-fold: (1) on pet spec-
fives regarding th conduct of research, ond (2) on the development of
skills in the supervision of research.

5. Schedule:

The training session consumed five days from Saturday, November 7
through Wednesday, November 11 with daily programs from 9:00 a.rn to
500 p.m.

Thc session was held in meeting rooms at the Pick-Congress Hotel in
Chicago, Illinois. Unfortunately, due to other use, ir was not possible
to schedule the session in ihe same rooms during the entire five days.

Each day in the mornings we met as one large group. The mornings
involved a presentation by a staff member, which was followed by discussion.
In the afternoons, the pal ticipants were separated into small groups centered
about their rescmch problei.: and interests; each group had a staff member(s)
who was conversant with that problem area. We first broke into three groups
dealing v.,ith (1) evaluation and research design, (2) counselor effectiveness,
and (3) supervision and university-field relationships. Staff discussion which
followed the endof the first day tevealed an overlap of participant interes .

This led to a decision to dissolve groop 2 and place its members into one o
the other two groups. Each of the two remaining groups then had twc ,aff
members as .esources.

The mo ning discussion and the small group work often continued over
into fond) and dinner gatherings.

In addition, every afternoon before dinner, the staff held prolonged and
intensive discussion wherein the events of the day were reviewed, and the
plans for the next dov reassessed and revised. These discussions were
essential to the development and tailoring of the program lo the needs and
concerns of the participants in concert with the objectives of the presossion.

6. Participants:

There were nine males and eleven fem les representing colleges und uni-
versities, local school districts, and public and priviate agencies. The
distribution of participants by sex, place of residence, educational attain-
ment, and nature and place of employment is outlined below.



Since this was a regional rather than a national meeting, and since
no stipends of any sort were available for ihe participants, tl-c presession
attracted primal ify participants from the Midwest with, however, notable
exception. There was representation from ihe South (Arkansas), East
(New York, Pennsylvania) and Ak ka.

Sex

Male
Female

Number Highest Educational Degree Obtained

9
11

N = 20

Masters
Masters and Certificate
Doctoral Candidate
Doctorate

5
1

3
11

Place of Residence

N 4.-- 2 0

Nature and PI e of Employment

Region State Number Employer Position Number

Midwest Illinois 6 Higher Edu ation
Ohio 3 Professor 6
Wisconsin 3 Associate Professor 5
Indiana Assistant Professor 2
Michigan 1 Instructor 1

Minnesota 1 14
Missouri

16 Local Schools
Coordinator of

East New York 1 Guidance 1

Pennsylvania 1 School Counselor--
2 Counseling Psycholo-

gist 2
South Arkansas Assistant Director of

Research, Cooperative
School Rehabilitation

West Alaska 1 Center
1

To 1 20 Agency
Employment Assistam:e

Officer 1

Senior Research
Assistant 1
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7. true-ional M ls:

Applic ;s were requested to complete a Planning Data form for staff
use and to bring to the session "a ploblem or set of problems" which they
were eyreriencing in their supervision and direction of research with
which they needed assistance. These materials were used throughout the
session.

Evaluation:

As planned, the evaluation was accomplished through a questionnaire
completed by the participants. We sought their judgement on a number of
aspects. The questionnaire solicited responses to open-ended questions as
well as ratings on a four-point scale, indicating the degree to which the
respondent agreed with soma descriptive statements.

Participant Ratings

Ratings were elleiied on statemenls describing the substance
of the program, program organization, and program setting.

Program

The participants were asked to indicate how valuable
the various activities--individual presentations, ensuing
discussions, and {he group meetings--we.:7, in helping them
meet program objectives, in acquiring knowledge, and in
developing skills of research supervision. A four-point scale
of value was offered: 1, Not of value; 2, Only slightly
valuable; 3, Moderately valuable; and 4, Extremely valuable.
Space was provided following each item to allow'opportunity
forth participant to clarify and/or qualify his response. The

mean rankings are summarized in Table I .



MEAN RATINGS OF PROGRAM

Table 1

Activity Present cition

Mean Ratings

Discussion

1. Fantasy and Reality in Research:
The Unproductive Paradox

2. The Conduct of Research: A
P- cess 3.6

Strategies for ln-titutional
Change 3.6

4. The Research Process. Procedures
and Proceedings 3.4

Field Studies: Sociological and
Anthropological Approaches 3.6
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3.9

3.7

3.9

3.6



Far the individual presentations, the mean ratings ranged
from 3.4 to 3.6 indicating a value midway between "moderate"
and "extreme"; porhup, "consid,iable" would be.a
of characteriz.ing the ranking. The most "technical" piesentation
received the lowest ranking.

With the discussions the mean rating- wore'higher ranging
from 3.6 to 3.9. The 3.9 rating was attributed to both ,-)f the
discussions which followed the presentations by the staff member
whose competence was in the area of measurement, evaluation,
and statistical analysis. This result is to be coniiasted with the
low rating given to his.second, more technical presentation as
noted above.

The task group meetings received an c,:quully high mean
rating of 3.6. The ratings given to each of the two groups
were examined separately and there are no differences betw
them.

2, Program Setting

The participants were asked to indicate the extent to
which they agreed with a series of four statements about the
situational context of the presession. A four-point scale was
offered: 1, Strongly disagree; 2, Disagree; 3, Agree; 4, Strongly
agree'. Here again space was provided for elaboration of par-
ticipant responses. The statements and the mean rankings are
as follows:

Pre-program information was adequate for my
use in deciding whether or not to apply. 2.9

Pre-program information accurately described
the program offered. 2 5

Arrangements for living accommodations and
meals were satisfactory. 3.1

Physical a ngements (roam, lighting cquipmen
etc. were satisfactory) 2.9

The daily schedule of activities was satisfactory
(9-5:00). 3.7
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Progrom Oiganization and Adniin iscition

A scrics af stc tem..:nts lef31:ing to the olaoni7atinn and
administration of the program were offered o the participants
for their evaluation. Their agreement was expressed as noted in
Pr-)gram Setting above. The mean rankings of the statements aro
as follows:

Qualificati n_ and competencies
satisfactory.

the s -ff. were

The scope and sequence of learning experiences
were satisfactory.

The balance between formal and informal a tivi-
ties was satisfactory.

3.9

3.5

3.6

There was,sufficient lime for individualized activi-
ties. 4

There was opportunity for ea h participant to express
his ideas and views. 3. 7

There was sufficient time for meeting informally with
other participants. 3.4

Other participants were readily accessible. 3.3

There was sufficient time for meeting with staff. 2.7

Staff members were readily accessible. 3.3

New acquaintances were made or old ones renewed
which will be helpful in future professional work. 3.7

A presession on this topic should be offered next
year. 4.0

it is quite clear that there is sufficient evidence that the substance of the
program was of considerable value to the participants. The discussions
following generally were deemed more valuable than the presentations per se,
perhaps, because they offered opportunity for participants to come to grips
with substance itself in individualized and personal ways. This was es-
pecially true where the presentations were of a technical nature, that is, dealing
with the actual procedures and proceedings of the reseolch process. The group
meetings also held considerable vaVie for the participants cs these sessions
allowed opportunity for consideration of individual problems and concerns.
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Pre-prooram information wec deemed less than adequate and somewhat
"misrepresentative" of the actual experience. The letter was, perhaps,
somewhat unavoideble es most of the Jeff vff're unociluointed with, and had
never worked with, each other. The link among staff and between staff
and program was the Director and his proposal. This situation will be moire
fully discussed below. The point is that H was impossible to tell in advance
what would emerge from the meeting of these staff members with these
particular participants.

The occasion for the meeting was, of course, circ mscribed by the pro-
posal; however, the nature of the actual experience was not. For this
reason, during the introduction to the presession, we shared the original
proposal with the participants. We wished to take the mystery and mystique
out of our efforts and to have participants join with staff in accomplishing
the mutual objectives sot for our meeting.

The living arrangements were satisfactory but it was more a question of
putting up with the constraints of the experience rather than enjoying them.
Since no stipends were available, and since only the travel of some partici-
pants was supported by their home offices, everyone was on a limited budget
that was severly strained by living at a downtown Chicago hotel.

Despite these limitations, strong support was e pressed for the daily
schedule of activities which had been established.

The organizcitiorc and administration of the program was in general deemed
very satisfactory. The qualifications and competencies of the staff were deemed
highly satisfactory. The scope and sequence of the activities, ihe balance
between formal and informal activities, and the opportunity for each partici-
pant to express his ideas and views were all commended highly by the
participants. A colleagueship, a feeling of mutuality of professional interests
was developed as the participants reported that new acquaintances were made
and/or old ones renewed which would be helpful in future professional work.

A sufficiency of time was reported for individualized activities, group
activities, meeting informally with other participants, but much less so for
meeting with staff despite the efforts outlined above.

There was little indication available from those who expressed an in-
sufficiency of time.

The "insufficiency of time" was seen in part as a question of desiring even
more than was available, in part not being able to participate more fully
because of other commitments, and in part because of a reluctance and hesi-
tation to infringe on staff. We sliould conclude that we could have taken the
initiative even more with those who were retiring and reluctant.



The most summative evaluai ion possible is, perhaps, in the question of
whether or not a presession on this topic should be offered next year. To a
person, the participants ail said strongly 'yes.'

9. Director's Ev lu n:

The primary purpose of this APGA research training session on research
supervisionaand consultation was to equip graduate advisors and school
guidance leaders with some of the knowledge and skills necessary to im-
prove the quality of research conducted in education by guidance students
and guidance staff. The direction of instruction was iwo-fold: (1) on
perspectives regarding the conduct of research, and (2) on the development
of skills in the supervision of research.

Analysis of the results as revealed in the questionnaire compl-ted by
participants indicates that the objectives of the session were achieved to
a high degree. New ideas and knowledge were imparted and a way of
reconsiruing the research process that held promise of power was offered.
Participants reported renewed confidence in their abilities to conduct
and supervise research. Participants' plans for using th s experience on re-
turn to their work settings were many and varied.

The substance of the program as experienced through presentations, dis-
cussions, and small group work was judged to be of considerable, if not
extreme, value. The competencies and expertise of the staff were evaluated
as highly satisfactory.

The organization and administration of the program were found to be very
satisfactory. The scope, sequence, and balance of activities was highly
satisfactory. There was great opportunity for each participant to express his
ideas and views. Time was sufficient for the various activities but there was
some concern expressed about adequate time for meeting with staff.

All the parHcipants felt that a presession of this nature. should be offered
next year, and most said they would be willing to pay a fee for tuition if
federal support was withdrawn.

The reality of this conference and its staging had no base other than the
"vision" 9f the Director who had worked in different settings with each of
the staff individually and felt that they not only shared the "vision" but also
were working in their own ways toward achieving the common objectives
described in the proposal.

As such, there was much work needed to get staff together, comfortable
with each other, and developing ways of working together. It soon became
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evident to us that the staff needed long and intensive discussions among
ourselves to operationalize and concretize the vkion, each member's role
in i!, and our relotion,hips to one another. This, of course, becomes
conceptualized as staffing and the work as pre- and post-meeting plai ning
but the dynamics of the process are never fully revealed.

As a cansecluence, staffing time g ing from 5:30 to 8:30 on a number of
eveningsdid intrude some into the time available f,or 1,orno participants.
Staff, however, was keenly aware of this and redoubled efforts to make all
other time most available io participants and productive.

In the end, however, the assessment- of the experience is best evidenced
by the fact that staffto a one--felt we had developed something worthwhile
and expressed a desire to offer this presession again.

In this regard, I would like to make as strong a recommendation as is
possible that this presession activity be maintained and expanded, and that
it receive the full and continuing support of the APGA Research Committee
and of the research branch of the USOE. The value of these presesions is
inestimable. The provision of opportunity for those in full-time employment-
in the field to come together with appropriate resources to get some training
in areas where they feel they have a need is an excellent and invaluable
experience--for all concerned. In schile cases, it is a supplement, and in
others a complement, to their previous graduate training. In either event
the experience is more intensive, more focused, and more individualized.

The presession is a service which should have great payoff in stimulating
and improving the quality of research activities in the field, and in making
research in education conducted by the University more powerful. It is a
bridge for developing and maintaining a meaningful partnership between the

university community and those in the field.


